Global Plagiarism Example
Writing Prompt: What do you think is wrong with Mrs. Mallard? Her heart trouble is
mentioned in the beginning of the story? Why?
Student Answer: Mrs. Mallard has "heart trouble" should be taken as more meaningful
than just the idea that she's unhealthy. Of all the potential illnesses she could have, she
has problems with her heart. The late nineteenth-century this condition is described, as
"heart trouble," only reinforces its symbolic meaning. It also reinforces the "trouble" Mrs.
Mallard is having with her "heart" within her marriage. Having "heart trouble" makes it
easier for her to dismiss the concept of love with the statement, "What did it matter!"(15).
Even if Mrs. Mallard wasn't sick, she'd still have "heart trouble" of the emotional kind.
Exact wording found on shmoop.com: Symbolism, Imagery, Allegory
That said, the fact that Mrs. Mallard has "heart trouble" (1) should be taken as more
meaningful than just the idea that she's unhealthy. If that were true, she could have ulcers
or be allergic to pineapples. But no. Of all the potential illnesses she could have, she has
problems with her heart.
The late nineteenth-century way this condition is described, as "heart trouble," only
reinforces its symbolic meaning. Sure, it's a polite way of describing her condition, but it
also reinforces the "trouble" Mrs. Mallard is having with her "heart" within her marriage.
Having "heart trouble" makes it easier for her to dismiss the concept of love with the
grand statement, "What did it matter!" (15). Even if Mrs. Mallard wasn't sick, she'd still
have "heart trouble" of the emotional kind.
Explanation: The highlighted portions above clearly show how the student
copied/pasted directly from an online source. The student did not include any of
his/her own analysis relating to the question and did not include any
documentation of the source. In this case of global plagiarism, the student has
intentionally tried to take credit for words and ideas that he/she did not create and
write.

